


 

Our company 
The company dab was founded in 2004. Data analytics is our business, 

and we offer software solutions, services and training. “Changing data 

into knowledge” is what we do, and “Your partner for SAP® Data 

Analytics” is our claim. Our baseline is our unique combination of IT, 

business and data-analytics know-how plus our in-depth SAP® 

expertise. 

 

Our vision  
Our software and services make data analytics and data-driven GRC 

“must haves” for companies of any size anywhere in the world. We make 

data analytics daily business. We enable every company to grasp the 

strategic need for data analytics, because we make both the necessity 

and the benefits transparent to everyone. 

 

Our values 
We keep on expanding our know-how and developing our tools to stay 

best-in-class. Integrity leads the way, because we are forthright and 

reliable, and because we believe in external and internal teamwork.  



 

Who should read this catalog? 
Anyone whose company runs a SAP® system and needs to extract infor-
mation from the (big) data it contains. 

Any executive officer or leader thinking about data quality, reports, audit, 
governance, risk and compliance (GRC).  

 

What is in this catalog? 
We created this catalog to turn abstract data-analytics issues into specif-
ic, quantifiable goods and services which are offered in terms of services 
& software. Moreover, we explain the challenges specific to each subject, 
look at the inherent risks and explain our solution. 

 

The solutions in this catalogue are only an excerpt from our full analytic 
portfolio. If you need more information or a partner with a proven track 
record in data analytics based on SAP® data, feel free to contact us. 

Stefan Wenig & Martin Riedl, CEO‘s of dab 

Stefan Wenig, CEO Martin Riedl , CEO 



 

 

Changing Data into Knowledge 
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Solutions by business process area 
We offer analytic solutions for all SAP® business processes. The following selection focusses on the Purchase-to-Payment 
process (1-3) and the Order-to-Cash cycle (4-6), respectively. 

1. Vendor Master Data (SAP® MM-MD) 
Improve data quality & detect fraudulent patterns 

2. Purchasing (SAP® MM-PUR) 
Identify business process detours & accidental or intentional overbillings 

3. Accounts Payable (SAP® FI-AP) 
Recognize process risks, duplicate payments or One-Time-Accounts abuse 

4. Customer Master Data (SAP® SD-MD) 
Prevent credit limit problems, improve data quality 

5. Sales & Distribution (SAP® SD) 
Detect noticable amounts of free goods and returns 

6. Accounts Receivables (SAP® FI-AR) 
Discover overdue receivables, discount abuse & payment term changes 
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Found what you need in the catalog? 
When you spot an interesting catalog listing, you have three ways of getting results: 

dab:Exporter is a tool to extract data from SAP® and supply it in dataformats which 
are appropriate for data analytics: ACL Analytics™ , ACL AX™, GDPdU, Microsoft SQL 
Server™ or comma separated values CSV. 

dab:FastForwards are implemented centrally and generate results that can be shared 
in different target formats, ideal for a CCM (continuous controls monitoring) environ-
ment. 

dab:AuditObjects run on clients and are perfect for auditors and analysts in the field 
who need maximum flexibility when working with the data. 

dab:AuditServices should be your choice if you prefer us to analyze data for you and 
provide the results. 

Our portfolio 
We offer analytic solutions in the form of services and software products: 
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Purchase-to-Pay | Master Data  

Vendor master duplicates  

Correctness & Internal Controls Internal Audit, Procurement, Accounting 

Are there vendor master record duplicates, i.e. suppliers who inadvertently have several partner 
numbers?  

The importance of master data 

A problem that frequently occurs is the poor quality of master data. Data that should actually be uni-

que appears in the system more than once. There can be various reasons for this: When a new order is 

created, there might not be a check to see if the supplier is already in the system. Or the spelling is 

wrong (Robson instead of Dobson), and the partner is entered twice although it is the same person or 

same company. When it comes to system integration or migration, large data inventories are often put 

together and duplication is the result. 

How our duplication analysis helps 

The strength of our analysis is that it combines different approaches. These range from highly selective 

analytic approaches (for instance identical bank details) through addresses and their different spelling 

(Street vs. Str.) to less selective analytic approaches like Levenshtein distance or phonetic similarities.  

What difficulties arise from poor master data?  

The problems resulting from poor master data are numerous. Multiple master records can unintentio-

nally result in double payments: An invoice is inadvertently paid both to the correct partner number 

and to the duplicate. Process runtimes are also stretched because it is increasingly difficult for a user to 

identify the right data among all the duplicates. When you think of the in-house analyses based on the 

(poor) data, it is time to apply the principle of Garbage In – Garbage Out. Analyses are only as good as 

the data on which they are based on. 

Facing the problem 

Data volume has multiplied in re-

cent years. Surveys indicate an 

average growth of 40% in busines-

ses, and the Internet data load will 

have increased fourfold by the 

year 2016. 

If you do not tackle the problem of 

master data quality in your own 

business now, the resulting diffi-

culties will grow exponentially. 

Are they two different business partners or one and the same, i.e. a classic duplication? 

There are further aspects that may be of interest for you in this context: 

 Same bank details for different suppliers:  Are they apparent suppliers? 

 Customer duplicates: Are there duplicates in the customer master records and  
can that affect a check of creditworthiness? 



Purchase-to-Pay | Master Data  
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Bank data changes  

GRC, Risk & Fraud, Correctness & Internal  

Controls 

Compliance, Accounting 

For which suppliers do bank data change very often?  

Starting situation 

In many countries a bank transfer is the usual way of paying a supplier. It requires correct bank details 

to work properly. Changes to this data is fairly limited because of the effort involved (opening a new 

account, legitimation with the financial institution, money laundering aspects, effort involved in chan-

ging payment transactions to date) . So if there are suppliers whose bank data changed frequently in 

the past, this is worth looking at more closely. 

There are further aspects that may be of interest for you in this context: 

 Same bank details for different suppliers:  Are they apparent suppliers?  

 Suppliers without bank contacts: If no bank details are held in the system, how can pay-

ments be made? In cash? 

Are your outgoing payments unintentionally redirected or even siphoned off because of changed bank details? 

Results 

The analytic aims to indicate for which suppliers there have been frequent alterations to bank details. 

Where were new bank accounts frequently opened? Where were bank accounts frequently closed? A 

further aspect is the period of validity: Are there cases where supplier bank accounts were only active 

for a very short period? Here it is of importance whether there were payment transactions during this 

time, for instance in the framework of the automatic payment run in SAP®.  

Strengths of analysis 

The strong point of this analysis is that not only the actual status or current bank data are analyzed but 

also the change log is looked upon. SAP® change tables are used to ensure this. In our analytic we use  

the information stored there and get the most out of this complex datastructure . Data is also cleaned 

so that the analysis is able to identify different syntax and special characters (account number 000123 

versus  123 versus 000-123). 

Risks 

Bank data determines where mo-

ney is transferred to. Changing 

bank data means redirecting cash 

flow and possibly also the recipi-

ent. 

This may be done intentionally in 

cases of fraud or unintentionally 

through incorrect entries or inter-

face problems. 
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Purchase-to-Pay | Procurement 

Invoice value vs. purchase order value  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Procurement 

In which cases was the order value exceeded, for instance through inflated invoices?  

Possible findings and follow-ups 

Exceeding the order value could point to tolerance 

limits that were set wrongly or too freely. 

Other possibilities are incorrect postings, potential 

double entries or incorrect entries. 

Where there are accumulations for individual busi-

ness partners it should be considered whether the 

irregularities are systematic and deliberate. 

If this analysis is of interest, the following analyses may also be relevant: 

 Tolerance limits: This analysis lists purchase orders with high or unlimited over- 
delivery tolerances.  

 Double payments: This identifies invoices paid twice or even multiple times.  

Strength of analysis 

Often target/actual comparisons are not as trivial 

as they may seem when first looking at them. To 

determine the actual accumulated invoice value, 

the entire purchase order history is summed up 

and invoices are balanced against any credits. 

A conversion is then made to a consistent refe-

rence currency because the currency of the invoice 

may differ from that of the order. 

The analytic details the different SAP® activities 

such as goods receipt, invoice and credit receipt 

plus subsequent debits. 

Starting situation 

When a purchase order is entered in the system, 

the order value and purchase order quantity re-

present the "debit" that was also authorized. As a 

basic rule the subsequent quantity and value flows 

as a sum should correspond to the purchase order 

values. 

If ten laptops priced € 1000 each are ordered from 

a supplier for example, goods receipts of ten pieces 

and an invoice value of € 10,000 are expected. 

If the invoice value deviates upwards, the supplier 

has billed too much. If it deviates downwards, the 

goods may have become cheaper in the meantime, 

or too few or wrong goods were delivered. 

Sorting in descending order by absolute deviation, relative deviation and statement of the original order value 

compared to the accumulated invoice value . 

Do orders balance with invoices and credits? The 

invoice value versus order value analysis shows you. 
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Tolerance limits in purchase orders  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Procurement 

The analysis illustrates the use of tolerance limits in the ordering procedures.  

Starting situation 

Tolerances can be applied in purchasing at the  

item level of an order. It is possible to set overde-

livery and underdelivery tolerances for goods re-

ceived, as well as over and under tolerances for 

invoice issue. This may often be necessary, in the 

case of raw materials for instance, which tend to 

be inaccurate in terms of volume or 

weight.Tolerances can be set as a percentage (say 

10% overdelivery) or as "unlimited", which is ap-

propriately indicated in the purchase order item. 

Use of analysis 

There is a risk in setting the unlimited overdelivery or billing over flag. The impression could be created 

that you had approved a purchase order worth € 10,000; but in fact a larger amount is delivered and/or 

charged. Our analysis lists purchase orders with an unlimited tolerance range but also concrete tole-

rances in percent for a purchase order item. 

Purchase process circumventions  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Procurement 

In what cases does the time sequence indicate that the ordering process was not followed?  

Are there delivery and invoicing tolerances, possibly at 

an unlimited level?  

Why are purchase orders important? 

Orders are of importance in a business. Only through a 

purchase order created in the system (in advance!) the pro-

cedure – ordered material, price, order value and supplier – 

can be approved. In addition to advance authorization, it is 

subsequently possible to check whether the goods and in-

voice match what was originally stated in the purchase 

order.  

Analysis of process circumvention 

In actual practice you often come across a scenario like the 

following: There is a purchase order in the system, inclu-

ding invoice receipt and goods receipt. What looks correct 

is not when you take a closer look: You find that the invoice 

date is earlier than the date of creating the purchase order. 

So the order was possibly agreed upon, by phone, and the 

purchase order was not put into the system until after com-

pletion of the business transaction. A check of authorizati-

on, comparison of quantity and value at the system end 

were thus not possible at the time of ordering. Our analysis 

lists activities or transactions in a time sequence showing 

that the process was circumvented. 

The chicken and the egg question in 

ordering: What came first, the order or the 

invoice? 
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Purchase-to-Pay | Accounts Payable  

CpD 1 - Basic analysis  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Accounting 

The subject is CpD (One-Time Accounts). How are CpD suppliers used in the system?  

Risk 

In the case of payable accounts, critical 

data such as details of a bank account 

are not held permanently in a separate 

master data record but are entered ma-

nually for each posting. 

CpD invoices and payments conse-

quently lack transparency and present a 

considerable risk for possible incorrect 

entries. 

Because of the associated and 

considerable risks, CpD accounts should 

only be used in exceptional and defined 

cases or for very small amounts. 

Starting situation 

CpD accounts (aka "summary accounts" or "accounts for one-time suppliers") are generally only used 

for one-time business relationships. 

A classic example is the reimbursement of travelling expenses for an applicant "Toni Test". Mr Test 

submits a € 4.90 train ticket to have it reimbursed. Instead of creating a vendor master record, the in-

voice is entered under the summary account "Vendors L-Z" because it is not to be expected that this 

vendor will be required again. 

CpD is the analytical focus because it lacks transparency and is 

susceptible to error . 

Unique selling point 

In addition to the classic use of CpD (One-Time Accounts) 

vendors , SAP® systems offer a functionality called alterna-

tive payee in document. 

Vendors with this feature are initially treated as a normal 

vendor, e.g. using bank data for payments that are held in 

the master record for this partner. 

But within the document it is possible, if needed, to alter 

the payee and, together with this, the bank data. Based on 

this, the usage of such creditors must be seen as equally 

critical to using conventional CpD (one-time supplier) cre-

ditors. 

Benefits of analysis 

Basic analysis lists all CpD transactions in 

accounts payable. 

Exceptionally high, individual cases can 

be identified immediately. 

An important feature of basic CpD analy-

sis is that not only classic CpD supplier 

accounts are analysed but also alternative 

payees in document. 

We offer two more complex analytic solutions based on One-Time Accounts: 

 CpD 2—Recurring Suppliers: Is the same supplier repeatedly posted as CpD? 

 CpD 3—Circumvention of Master Data: Are postings done to an One-Time Account 
instead of using an existing personal master record? 
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CpD 2 - Recurring suppliers  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Accounting 

This analysis is an extension to basic CpD (One-Time Account) analysis and determines recurring 
suppliers.  

Risk 

As explained in the case of basic CpD analysis, 

CpD accounts are intended for one-time transac-

tions, e.g. to reimburse travelling expenses when 

someone is interviewed for a job. 

It is however possible that invoices for the same 

supplier are posted not just once but several times 

under CpD, and with large amounts. 

Benefit of analysis 

Taking the automatic SAP® payment run, outgoing payments based on different criteria (name, 

address, bank data) are determined for recurring suppliers for which actually a master record should be 

created. For this purpose bank and address data are cleaned so that hits are also shown that are not 

possible by conventional analysis.  

CpD  3 - Circumvention of master data   

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Accounting 

This analysis is an extension to the basic CpD (one-time supplier) analysis and determines circum-
vention of master data.  

Are they really just "one-time" transactions or are 

transactions of the same supplier repeatedly posted as 

CpD? What is the reason? 

Were invoices collected in a CpD summary account 

although a regular master record existed? If so, why? 

Risk 1 

For basic CpD analysis we stated that one of the 

risks is that the payee and thus also the bank data 

may be entered directly any time.  

If a master record with bank data A already exists 

for a supplier, and you wish to use new bank data 

without going through the normal change process, 

the invoice could simply be posted with alternati-

ve bank data under "CpD L-Z" instead of the exis-

ting master record. 

Benefit of analysis 

Analysis is performed of whether payments were made to persons or companies under CpD accounts 

although a master record also existed in the system at the time of payment. For this purpose bank and 

address data are cleaned so that hits are also shown that are not possible by conventional analysis. 

Risk 2 

Another scenario is that a master record exists for 

a supplier "Toni Test" but that it is blocked (poor 

quality, fraudulent invoice issue). Post an invoice 

under CpD and the blocked master record can be 

circumvented.  
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Purchase-to-Pay | Accounts Payable  

Double payments to suppliers  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Compliance, Accounting 

Are invoices paid twice or even more often?  

How double payments can come about 

„Double payments don't happen because an internal control system catches them first“ – that assump-

tion is unfortunately wrong. The reasons for a double or multiple payment are diverse. Actually in most 

cases it is a matter of the same invoice being posted more than once. It is possible that both an invoice 

and, erroneously, a later reminder of payment are entered in the system. Or the invoice is first posted 

under the normal supplier and later under a CpD (One-Time) account – or simply under a master record 

duplicate that is in the system by accident.  

Duplicates may lead to loss of money. 

Strengths of analysis 

Of course analysis also finds double payments to master record duplicates or CpD (one-time) suppliers. 

Credit memos already posted are offset, and analyses crossing company code can be performed at any 

time. Sorting of the hit list can be influenced by weighting a variety of factors. Those criteria that, as 

experience shows, make the identification of a duplicate payment more likely, can be weighted higher 

than others. By applying white lists it is possible to exclude certain customers entirely from the analy-

sis. 

The following analyses may also be of interest in this context: 

 Double credits to customers: Are credit memos & bonuses accidentally paid more than once? 

 Master record duplicates of suppliers: Multiple master records exaggerate the problem 
of double payments. 

Onboard tools fall short 

The effectiveness of SAP® on-

board tools rely on the precondi-

tion that the double payment in-

dicator flag is set. But very often 

in actual practice, whether wit-

tingly or unwittingly, this is not 

the case. Moreover, onboard tools 

are not able to cover all scenarios: 

In the standard they are limited 

to an exact comparison of charac-

ters, meaning that they depend 

on an exactly identical entry of 

reference numbers. They no lon-

ger cover differences in exchange 

rates, cent deviations or pay-

ments to master record duplica-

tes. The strength of our analysis 

is that it covers all issues mentio-

ned above.  
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Invoices w/o purchase order reference  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Accounting 

Which invoices which have been directly entered into the FI-module are not referring to any purcha-
se order at all? 

Starting situation 

Purchase orders are of central importance in the procurement process. Approval of a transaction in 

terms of quantity ordered, price, order value and supplier can only be issued through a purchase order 

created in the system. In addition to authorization in advance, order value and ordered quantity re-

present the authorized target status. Generally it will be expected that the sum of the following quanti-

ty and value flows corresponds to the order values. If you look at goods received and invoice receipt 

analogously to this as actual status, they can be compared with the target value in the purchase order. 

Without a purchase order the link is missing in the chain of the P2P-cycle. 

Risk 

In the absence of a purchase or-

der there is no system-based au-

thorization of the transaction. 

Nor is the target status defined, 

so there is no possibility of auto-

mated target/actual comparison 

of goods received and invoice re-

ceipt. Additionaly  there is no 

possibility of initial G/l account 

assessment, which exists in the 

standard process upon ordering 

and is extended through to finan-

cial accounting. Susceptibility to 

error therefore increases.  

Strengths of analysis 

High hit rate: It determines the purchase order reference of an invoice, or the absence of this reference, 

by means of a three-step logic, developed to match the data structure of SAP®. The procedure allows 

higher hit rates than conventional approaches.  

Few false positives: The result also includes the cost elements at G/L account level. This makes it pos-

sible to concentrate on transactions that according to the directive require a purchase order, and to 

exclude transactions for which ordering is not compulsory. 

Results 

The result is a list of all invoices not referred to a system-based purchase order. Suppliers are also 

shown condensed so that it is often obvious at a first glance whether or not a transaction should be 

investigated further. The analysis enables of the use of a white list of suppliers who are to be exempted 

from analysis (e.g. internal suppliers, government agencies). 

Matching the subject of analyzing invoices without a purchase order reference are the follo-
wing analyses: 

 Manual payments: Invoices w/o reference to a purchase order are often paid manually. 

 CpD: In the absence of a purchase order, invoices are often booked to One-Time-Accounts. 
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Purchase-to-Pay | Accounts Payable  

Cancelled documents  

Correctness & Internal Controls Internal Audit, Accounting 

Cancelling documents is not uncommon. The question is whether there are accumulations that 
should be looked into.  

Why documents are cancelled 

In book-keeping it is prohibited to erase, i.e. false 

entries cannot simply be deleted, for reasons of 

traceability they must be cancelled. An offsetting 

entry is made that cancels the original.  

Open vendor items  

Cash Protection & Recovery, Correctness &  

Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Accounting 

The age structure of the open items of accounts payable is determined, differentiated by type of 
transaction.  

Are cancellations the exception or are they the rule in 

certain circumstances? 

Where is the money train? 

Use of analysis 

Analysis determines the open items – possibly overdue – as of a certain key date. You not only have an 

overview of the age structure but also see the single items that are longest overdue, and grouped by 

supplier. Since not only payables but also receivables or payment transactions are among the items not 

cleared, analysis naturally differentiates between these categories.  

Open supplier items – often underestimated 

The term open items is very general, in particular, 

this includes non-cleared transactions of very dif-

ferent kinds such as claims, payables, rebookings, 

incoming or outgoing payments. 

The open items of suppliers are often neglected 

somewhat in the framework of analysis: Overdue 

payables are seldom focussed upon because they 

are already contained in the costs, and payment is 

still only relevant to cash flow. But it should not 

be forgotten that open items may also include cre-

dit notes from vendors. Examples are: detected 

double payments, bonuses and reimbursements, 

credit memos for returns or poor quality.  

Reasons to be interested  

Cancellations are part of everyday business. But 

for various reasons it is important to realize whe-

ther there are accumulations or patterns: 

Where cancelled invoices are concerned there are 

often double payments because transactions  

become more complex and less transparent. There 

may also be suppliers who intentionally attempt 

to submit inflated invoices or fake invoices that 

are then cancelled as factually wrong when dis-

covered by accounting. A third situation may be 

that interfaces are wrongly or unreliably configu-

red so that invoices generated automatically often 

have to be corrected by a cancellation. Process 

runtimes become longer and the cost of a single 

transaction increases. 
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Credit limit changes  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC,  

Internal Controls 

Sales, Compliance, Internal Audit 

This analysis detects changes of customer credit limits which are done in high frequency.  

Starting situation 

A credit limit for a customer is defined with reference to assessment of their creditworthiness. This can 

be performed automatically or manually. The result of setting a credit limit in SAP® is that – depending 

on customizing – if this is exceeded, no further order is created or an existing order can no longer be 

delivered. 

Risks 

At times when the economy of whole regions is 

unstable, more attention must be paid to solid cre-

dit management. 

Circumventing the controls of a system presents a 

risk. Increasing a credit limit does not necessarily 

mean an improvement in creditworthiness. If a 

credit limit is increased manually and possibly 

without examining creditworthiness, this may 

subsequently lead to loss of receivables. 

A further aspect is that examining credit limits is 

a matter with a certain degree of complexity in 

SAP®. Unintentional changes, as part of automati-

on for instance, can also present a risk that this 

analysis is able to recognize. 

Do credit limits changes pile up, slowly but surely, to a dangerous level? 

Results 

The number and level of credit limit changes per 

customer credit account are listed. Not only the 

level of individual changes is considered but also 

the absolute change over the entire period obser-

ved. This is interesting where there is a large 

number of changes. 

Findings 

From the results of this analysis you can determi-

ne both uncommon, one-time increases and regu-

lar, short-term limit increases. 

Further analyses that can be of considerable interest in this context: 

 Blocking by credit management: Which customers are or were blocked by credit ma-
nagement? 

 Absence of risk categories: For which customers is no inspection of credit limit possible 
because risk categories are absent? 
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Order-to-Cash | Master Data 

Master data duplicates of customers  

Cash Protection & Recovery, Correctness &  

Internal Controls 

Sales, Internal Audit 

Are there master record duplicates, i.e. customers, who inadvertently have several partner numbers?  

The business with master data 

A frequent problem in companies is the poor quality of master data. Data that should actually be uni-

que appear in the system more than once. There can be various reasons for this: When a new order is 

created, there might not be a check to see if the customer is already in the system. Or the spelling is 

wrong (Robson instead of Dobson), and the customer is entered twice although it is the same person or 

same company. When it comes to system integration or migration too, large data inventories are often 

put together and produce duplication.  

Are they two different business partners or one and the same, i.e. a classic duplication? 

Facing the problem 

The volume of data has increased 

in recent years. Surveys indicate 

average growth of 40% in busines-

ses, and the Internet data load will 

have increased fourfold by 2016. 

If you do not tackle the problem of 

data quality in your own business 

now already, the resulting difficul-

ties will grow analogously. 

Specially in sales – careful when setting credit limits  

Credit limits are an aspect of considerable importance in sales & distribution. Master record duplicates 

can cause problems here too: A credit limit could be issued a number of times, and then slumbers, also 

duplicated among the different partner numbers. If it is accidentally used twice for instance, that can 

lead to financial losses. 

What difficulties arise from poor master data? 

The problems created by poor master data are numerous. Multiple master records can unintentionally 

result in double payments: A credit memo is inadvertently paid both to the correct partner number and 

to the duplicate. Process runtimes are also stretched because it is increasingly difficult for a employee 

to identify the right data among all the duplicates. When you think of in-house analyses based on 

(poor) data, it is time to apply a principle of Garbage In – Garbage Out. Analyses are only as good as the 

data on which they set up. 

There are further aspects that may be of interest for you in this context: 

 Credit limit changes: For which customers does the credit limit frequently change? 

 Supplier duplicates: Are there duplicates among suppliers and can that result in double 
payments? 

How our duplication analysis helps 

Our solution combines different approaches. These range from highly selective analytic approaches 

(such as identical bank data) through addresses, where different spellings (Street vs. Str.) are consi-

dered, to less selective analytic approaches like the Levenshtein distance or phonetic similarities. 
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Free Goods  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud Internal Audit, Compliance, Sales 

Which customer orders contain free items, what are they, and are there accumulations?  

Starting situation 

For material or goods added to customer orders without any direct financial return there are many pos-

sible, valid reasons: Show exhibits, rebates in kind, bonus agreements, samples, free replacement de-

liveries or special sales campaigns. From an analytical viewpoint it should be checked what the goods 

are, for which customers these free goods appear, what the goods are worth, and where there are any 

accumulations. 

Free goods – a small or a big surprise? What is the actual value of the free 

goods added to an order, and are there accumulations in the case of 

certain business partners? 

Profitability at risk  

From a purely business 

viewpoint it is of interest to de-

termine the equivalent value of 

such free goods. In which cases 

do free goods lead to a situation 

where single orders or whole bu-

siness relationships are no lon-

ger profitable? Are rebates in 

kind and bonuses correctly allo-

cated/awarded? 

Compliance at risk  

From a compliance viewpoint, 

free goods should be looked at 

more closely. Are there uncom-

mon accumulations of such or-

ders and order items without a 

financial return? Are the free 

goods delivered to private per-

sons? Are samples consigned in 

quantities larger than necessary? 

Are products made available to 

sales partners as show exhibits 

then returned properly? 

The following analyses could be of interest in the field of free goods analysis: 

 Dummy prices: Extremely low prices can also be of interest in this context. 

 Goods value: This determines deviations from the average price of a material in orders. 

Benefits of analysis  

Order items are listed where the net value is zero. To determine the actual equivalent value of free 

goods, the SAP® goods clearing value (sometimes also referred to as cost of goods sold or simply costs) 

is used. In addition to determining the pure number of free items per business partner it is conse-

quently also possible to estimate accumulations or total value as a function of time 
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Returns  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud Internal Audit, Compliance, Sales 

Determination of number, value and reason for returns, determination of material, time or customer 
for samples.  

Background knowledge 

Returns by customers are a daily aspect in sales. 

The reasons can differ – the wrong delivery, poor 

quality, guarantee aspects and a variety of other 

causes. Sometimes sales partners are loaned show 

exhibits that have to be returned later. Active re-

call is another possibility if a customer fails to ful-

fill their payment obligations. A return must be 

entered in the system to map the corresponding 

flows of quantity and value (e.g. increase of inven-

tory, issue of a credit memo). At the same time the 

reason for the return is entered in the system, 

which may trigger various follow-up processes: 

Cases of a guarantee can be settled differently to 

the return of equipment loaned for an exhibition. 

Do goods come back to you like a boomerang? If so, 

what are the reasons ? 

Result 1—details 

The individual returns are sorted in descending 

order of the value of the goods and listed in detail. 

This enables tracing of the individual operations. 

Result 2—consolidation by material 

In addition to the details the individual transac-

tions are accumulated by material. In this way you 

can determine whether and where a quality prob-

lem exists. 

Result 3—Rückgabegründe 

For a number of return procedures it is compulso-

ry to enter a reason in the system. The single 

transactions are then condensed so that the most 

frequent reasons for a return are immediately vi-

sible and appropriate measures may possibly be 

taken. 

Risk of bogus turnover 

A less frequent reason for unusually high returns can be the artificial boosting of turnover and its sub-

sequent correction. If a certain level of turnover is coupled with bonus payments, this could be reached 

by a large volume of orders at the end of the business year and the bonus thus be paid out. The return-

ing of goods at the start of the following business year might then be viewed as very critically. 

Topics matching the analysis of returns: 

 Credit memos: Analysis of credit memos to customers, also in relation to turnover. 

 Free goods:The analysis traces free order items. If they are show exhibits, they should 
also appear as returns. 
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Double credit memos to customers  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Accounting, Sales 

Are credit memos accidentally paid twice or even more times?  

Bonuses and credits... 

Credit memos and bonus payments to customers 

are the order of the day in sales. There can be a 

variety of reasons for this: A customer may be  

awarded a credit memo because of a complaint or 

returned goods. Bonuses can be paid out as a re-

sult of the annual sales that a customer books, 

possibly on a bonus/turnover scale. 

…are often complex  

Correct calculation of the amount of a credit me-

mo can be difficult enough – example: 10% on all 

non-rebate items, excluding freight costs and in 

consideration of a drawn cash discount. In other 

cases there are complicated arrangements and 

procedures for payment: Is the annual bonus 

paid to a syndicate although the contracts and 

orders were produced by its individual members? 

In many a case the bonus has to be split for diffe-

rent recipients, possibly through different chan-

nels and in different countries. 

Results of analysis  

Analysis lists credits possibly paid to customers twice or more times by financial accounting. Sorting is 

a function of how big the amount is, and which or how many different criteria point to an inadvertent 

double booking. 

Was this credit memo possibly already paid? 

More hits through clever algorithms 

The strength of our analysis is that it combines 

different approaches. These range from highly sel-

ective analytic approaches through to the cleaning 

of reference and text fields. Hits are thus scored 

that are not possible with SAP® onboard tools in 

this form. 

Adjustable set of results  

Sorting of the hit list can be influenced in how va-

rious factors are weighted. Those criteria that, as 

experience shows, make a double credit memo 

more likely, can be weighted higher than others. 

By applying white lists it is possible to exclude 

certain customers or groups of customers entirely. 

This topic is related to returns analysis: 

 Credits:  Analysis of credits awarded customers, also in relation to their turnover. 

 Free goods: Analysis determines free order items. If they are show exhibits, they should 
also register as returns. 
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Order-to-Cash | Accounts Receivable 

Change of baseline date for payment  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Compliance, Accounting 

This report discovers manual adjustments of the baseline date which affects the final due date. 

Purpose 

The baseline date for payment in SAP® is the date 

taken as the starting basis to calculate the due 

date. A term of payment defines within what time 

a receivable or payable is due, maybe with the 

possibility of a cash discount deduction. Payment 

target days – often multilevel – are added to the 

baseline date for payment to determine dates due. 

Late payments  

Cash Protection & Recovery, GRC, Risk & Fraud, 

Correctness & Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Accounting 

This analysis identifies customers who are paying constantly too late. 

Are the due dates of payment artificially delayed? 

Which of your customers do need a reminder to pay 

their depts? 

Starting situation 

It is important for cash flow – especially in the 

case of receivables – that these will be settled 

(paid) within set periods.  

Strength of analysis 

This analysis is complementary to the analysis of 

open items. Whereas the latter determines recei-

vables – possibly overdue – for a certain key date, 

the late payments analysis shows you which 

documents were settled after the payment period 

expired, by how many days, and whether there 

are samples with certain business partners or 

customers who regularly settle their bills late. 

Problem 

The baseline date for payment can subsequently 

be altered, directly or indirectly (by the term of 

payment). This influences the due date of the re-

ceivable. If the payment period is 30 days, and the 

baseline date is shifted to one month later, the 

payment period is artificially extended. 

Results 

You learn which customer documents are affec-

ted, how often changes have occurred, what the 

absolute effect of all adjustments is on the due 

date, and the value of receivables and payables. 
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Cash discount abuse  

Cash Protection & Recovery, Correctness &  

Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Accounting 

It is determined in which cases customers have deducted an unjustified cash discount, and how the 
figures accumulate.  

Cash discount as part of the payment terms 

Cash discount is an effective means of optimizing 

cash flow. Percentage rewards (x % deduction for 

payment within y days) are meant to encourage a 

customer to pay as early as possible. Then they 

only remit the gross invoice sum reduced by the 

discount rate. 

Open items  

Cash Protection & Recovery, Correctness &  

Internal Controls 

Internal Audit, Accounting 

The age structure of the open items of accounts receivable is determined and differentiated by type 
of transaction.  

Are you regularly pressed out by misuse of a discount? 

Are you waiting in vain for your bills to be paid on time? 

Who regularly leaves you sitting and does not pay? 

Starting situation 

The term open items is very general. What are meant 

are non-cleared transactions of very different kinds 

such as outgoing invoices, payables, rebookings, in-

coming or outgoing payments. Especially in the case 

of receivables it is important for cash flow that these 

should be settled (paid) within the set period. 

Use 

Analysis determines the open items – possibly overdue – as of a certain key date. You not only have an 

overview of the age structure but also see the single items that are longest overdue, and also grouped 

by customer. Since not only receivables but also payables or payment transactions are among the items 

not cleared, analysis naturally differentiates between these categories. So you are given a discrimina-

ting overview plus detailed information. 

Cash discount losses through misuse and er-

ror 

A customer could deduct a cash discount  

although it is not allowed for in the terms of pay-

ment. Sometimes a higher percentage is deducted 

than agreed. Or the customer pays later than the 

agreed date but still makes a cash discount. So-

metimes there are even cases where dunned in-

voices are then paid but still with the cash dis-

count. 

Results of analysis 

Analysis covers all the aspects mentioned (too 

much discount deducted, paid too late and dis-

count still deducted). It determines the figures for 

the individual customer so that you can estimate 

whether the reason is an error, intention or a 

structural problem. In this last case, given the ap-

propriate volume of invoices, the loss for just one 

customer may amount to tens of thousands. 





Need more details? Want to know how we can help you with your current challenges? 

Feel free to contact us using the coordinates below: 

dab: International BVBA  

Interleuvenlaan 62  

3001 Heverlee  

Belgium  

Phone: +32 (0)16 39 78 36  

info@dab-europe.com  

www.dab-europe.com 

dab: GmbH  

Edlmairstraße 9  

94469 Deggendorf  

Germany 

Phone: +49 (0)991 - 991 358 - 0  

info@dab-gmbh.de  

www.dab-gmbh.de 
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